The Cleverness of Seeds

They tried to bury us;
they didn’t know we were seeds.

Mexican proverb

The way the maple seed twirls away
from its tree and finds
any available crack or crevice to slip itself into

and how the dandelion fluff is wished
by children out along the wind
to a new starting place

and how the burdock burr rides the fur or feather
or pant leg of its unwitting assistant
to get to where it wants to grow

and how cherry and apple and juniper
allow themselves to be eaten alive
and eventually dumped on new fertile ground

how some seeds, bold and defiant,
pop off right into the face
of anyone who tries to uproot their plant

and how some seeds float
down rivers to oceans
and are washed up on other shores

or others are rounded up and kept in deep dark holes
and sometimes even forgotten there
until one day they start to grow

lying in wait for the rain
leaning into sunshine or managing in shade

cultivated or wild
appreciated or despised

alone
or in fields of their kind

they grow.
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